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Which Tools To Use For Coloring?!

Crayons or chalks, pens, pencils or pastels, markers, brushes, or fingers... Each one of them will give you different
tactile pleasure and of course various possibilities to express your feelings and personality through this.
For example: who doesn’t love crayons from our childhood? We just love the boldness of the crayon colors and the
smooth waxy feel on the page. Markers are easy to hold and have bright, vibrant colors with a wide variety of
shades precision tips. And they look great mixed with pencils. Increase your fun by adding some glitter, a metallic
or neon touch, etc.
Start now and let your creative mind run free and wild! 

Colors:

We use a 19 colors palette to bring you a very detailed and hyper-realistic printable color by numbers page. You
don't have the exact match in your color-box? No worries, choosing the colors is also part of the fun. You can also
creatively replace the colors with your own, you should get some surprising creative outcomes. 

How To Use The Numbers In Printables:

It's always handy to have a magnifying glass around, but you can also leave your computer or phone next to you and
use the zoom function on this pdf.

What Techniques To Use

You can print this image as many times as you want, and enjoy a different experience depending on the tools and
papers you’ve chosen.
Be creative with different kinds and sizes of papers, colored, textured your choice. Bright and vibrant, or pastel and
romantic, apply your colors strongly over the paper, or with a gentle touch.
Create your own relaxing coloring experience… And share it with us. 

Let Stay In Contact

Join our community over our Facebook page and Instagram
Upload your creation on Instagram and tag us (@coloringkit) so we can enjoy it too.

Visit our collection on Pinterest (Coloring Kit Studio)
We also invite you to check our YouTube channel (Coloring Kit).

Subscribe to our newsletter on our website and get a free printable every month. 
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